
cash handling technology

In ..n .o byv  ation

Simple touchscreen operation

Payment with banknotes or coins

optional with debit and credit card

Change through banknotes and/or

coins

Robust housing

Double locking system (WTU-compatible)

TICKET MACHINE

Tickets without personnel

money changing systems  stand systems  
counting machines    service machines  

customer-specified solutions
cash machine systems
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Professionalism and economy where aspects of 
highest priority in the development of the 
TICKET MACHINE. It convinces with its high 
flexibility when customizing a machine by using 
components which have been proven over 
years.

Convenient user guidance right from the 
beginning. Simple user guidance via touch-
screen for receiving the ticket is achieved with 
only a few inputs and the balance is paid out 
in case of overpaying.Robust housing design 
with 8-point locking mechanism (270°) and 
double locking system ensures optimal 
protection against forced opening - no matter 
whether made of 3 mm sheet steel or stainless 
steel.

Application

Operation / performance

The modular hardware concept enables 
the collation of all important cash-in and 
cash-out components as required by the 
customer

Interactive user guidance by means of a 
15 inch colour display with touchscreen
(the display is behind a safety glass screen)

Additional LED-Display to show the amount 
and the utility programs

To the cent processing and display of all 
payment processes by means of the robust 
GeWeTe control unit

Output of coins, banknotes and receipts 
into a large, illuminated and well visible 
cash-out tray

Simple filling and cashing from the front 
and quick access to technical features via 
extractable drawers

Collectable by valuables transport 
companies (4-eye principle)

Overview of equipment

Acceptance

Selection of high-quality banknote reade 
JCM UBA 10 with anti-pull-back unit 
and closed banknote cassette for approx. 
500 banknotes
Optional approx. 800 banknotes
MEI Sodeco BNA 56 and self-locking 
banknote cashbox for approx. 
1000 banknotes

Electronic coin validator for acceptance of 
all Euro coins.
Coin circulation for up to 3 coin values, all 
other coins are directed into a coin cashbox 
(also self-locking)

Output

Up to 4 coin hoppers on up to 2 levels 
for the output of coins or metal tokens.
High-quality banknote output unit for 
700 to 1000 banknotes of one banknote 
value.

Optional components

High-speed graphics receipt printer 
(thermal printer)
Alarm system with possibility to connect to 
an external alarm system
Thermostatically regulated heating
Special RAL colour

GeWeTe safety class C 
offers high resistance against attempts of 
forced opening

The TICKET MACHINE is WTU compatible, 
because the money management can be 
based on the 4-eye principle (2 door locks). 
The following input and output 
components are WTU-compatible:
self-locking coin cassette
exchangeable closed banknote cassette for 
the banknote verifier JCM UBA 10
and the MEI Sodeco BNA 56
lockable coin hopper 
(covering plate with lock)
self-locking banknote cassette for banknote 
cash-out unit SDD 1701 from DeLaRue

 

Security

Dimensions approx. (height/width/depth in cm) 
170/73/46
Weight: 180 kg

Technical data

Subject to technical changes without notice.

The automatic pay machine KAS 800 is 
characterized by its clear and compact concept. 
Distinct features are the input components for 
banknotes, coins, chip cards and electronic 
payment, which are all arranged at the same 
height directly below the large colour display. 
Logically the machine is provided with only one 
cash-out tray for rest money, receipts and chip 
cards. Convenient user guidance right from the 
beginning. The rounded off front door gives 
the KAS 800 ist modern appearance.
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